
CANELA



The Company
The Canela group was established in 1967 by Ramon Canela. 

The former activity was welding and sub-contracting jobs, but 
in 1974  the manufacturing of tools for indexable inserts began 
using part of the machinery acquired in the previous years.

In 1977  Microfusió Catalana was founded and started metal 
casting using the lost-wax process  as an additional activity to 
the manufacturing of tools.
This was the embryo of a large family business, carried in the 
early days by Ramon Canela and his wife Maria Rosa Vinyes, 
and later by his son Alex Canela and his daughter Silvia Canela. 
The family continues carrying on the business.
Canela is nowadays the only tool manufacturer of its size in the 
world that has not been acquired by a large group.
The quality of Canela products is well known worldwide, and 
many tools coming out of their manufacturing plants will be 
later shown by the major brands in the market.
The present production capacity is over 200.000 tools per year.
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CANELA WORLDWIDE

EINES CANELA, S.A.
Badalona (Catalonia)

EINES CANELA, S.A.
Arenys de Munt (Catalonia)

Mexin Tooling, S.L.
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CANELA Werkzeuge, GmbH
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Pinheiro-OAZ (Portugal)

CANELA Tools, SDN BHD
Johor Bahru (Malaysia)

CANELA Herramientas, LTDA
Santiago de Chile (Chile)
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PRODUCTION CENTERS



Supplies USA, Canada and Mexico.

Main warehouse supplies worldwide. Supplies Germany and Eastern Europe.

Supplies Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand,
Indonesia, Philippines and surrounding
countries.

Supplies Chile, Argentina, Southern
South America.

Supplies Portugal and Angola.

SALES OFFICES
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PRODUCTION



Our technical department enables us to design and develop thousands
of tools for standard and special applications.

DESIGN



Raw materials
All tools are C.N.C machined without
extra manual operations. The plant
is divided in two lines, one for
milling products and the second 
one for turning products.

C.N.C
Raw materials are stored in big 
quantities to ensure a steady quality 
and a low rate of stock breakages.
Only the finest steel from Thyssen 
Germany is used to produce all Canela 
tools.

C.N.C internal and external grinding 
machines are used to achieve tight 
tolerances and an appropriate quality 
on the tool shanks and bores.

Grinding

MACHINING



Hardening furnaces with a daily capacity of 8.820 lbs.
ensure that all products are hardened in house.

Blackening and Nickel coating are applied depending on 
the product range or customer request.

HARDENING AND SURFACE FINISHING



The quality control department checks and traces all the pieces
from the first production steps until final assembly. Mitutoyo,
Brown & Sharp and Elbo Controlli machines are the main quality
control equipment.

QUALITY CONTROL



PRODUCTS



The complete grooving range starts at 
0.031 inch. for o-ring and ring grooves 
up to 0.374 inch. for heavy parting off 
aplications.

PARTING AND GROOVING

Standard and special threading tools 
for oil field, automotive and general 
machining companies.

THREADING

Full range of standard external and 
internal tools both in metric and inch 
sizes.

GENERAL

TURNING



Silicon-nitride, black ceramics and 
white ceramics are offered in a wide 
range to serve the automotive and 
aerospace industry.

CERAMIC

Specific automatic lathe tools with 
extra quality to machine small parts. 
All dimensions are offered in mm as 
standard, and in inches as special.

AUTOMATIC LATHES

TURNING



Large selection of tools to machine
medium large die cavities, copy
milling, shouldering, plunging and
ramping.

TOOL AND DIE

Silicon-nitride, black ceramics and 
white ceramics are offered in a wide 
range to serve the automotive and 
aerospace industry.

CERAMIC

Face milling, profiling, T-Slot cutters, 
side milling…
All milling needs are covered with the 
Canela milling range.

GENERAL

MILLING



Drilling range from 0.314 to 3.937 inch. 
as standard, and no limit dimensions as 
special.

Roughing and finishing boring range 
from 0.236 to 9.842 inch.

DRILLING



The tooling catalog covers all needs for any machining center.

TOOLING

DIN 2080

DIN 69871-A

HSK DIN 69893-1

TS ISO 26622-1

PSC ISO 26623-1

JIS B 6339-BT

CHIRON

DIN 2287A/B

DIN 1835 A+B



Quick change tooling catalog with ISO 26622-1 and 
26623-1 interchangeable with the other major cutting 
tools manufacturers.

QUICK CHANGE TOOLING

ISO 26623-1 ISO 26622-1



Thank you for your time and interest in Canela
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